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The tight rope to tightening


In the upcoming monetary policy announcement (tomorrow, 31st Jan), we expect the
MPC to keep the policy rate unchanged at 10%, as the relatively benign inflationary backdrop and aggression in the previous year allow the committee to ‘Pause’ the rate hikes.



However, a ‘Pause’ in Jan’19 does not mean the end of a monetary tightening cycle,
where we expect the central bank to follow a more calibrated tightening path rather than
preemptive tightening, adjusting the monetary policy in response to inflationary expectations and macro-imbalances.



Headline inflation is once again likely to pick up, with expected Jan’19 reading of 7.15%
YoY compared to 6.17%YoY in Dec’18 and 4.42%YoY in Jan’18. Several idiosyncratic factors (i.e. utility and drug price hike) coupled with quarterly revision in housing rent are at
play, pushing monthly inflation higher.



However, the reduction in fuel prices (transport index: -1.1%MoM) would keep a lid on
the monthly inflation reading. Sequentially, CPI index is likely to jump 0.95%MoM.



Core inflation – measured through NFNE index and better reflective of long-run inflationary trends – continues to steadily rise, with Jan’19 reading expected to reach 8.71%YoY (a
level last seen in mid-2014).
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Inflation continues to tread higher: CPI inflation for the month of Jan’19 is likely to clock-in at
7.15%YoY vs. 6.17%YoY recorded in Dec’18 and 4.42%YoY in Jan’18, averaging to 6.2%YoY in
7MFY19. Several idiosyncratic factors (i.e. electricity and drug price hike: avg. ~6%/4%) coupled
with quarterly revision in housing rent are at play, pushing monthly inflation higher. Additionally, heavyweight food index is likely to move up 0.4%MoM, with mix price trends in the food
basket. However, the reduction in fuel prices (transport index: -1.1%MoM) would keep a lid on
monthly inflation reading. Sequentially, CPI index is likely to jump 0.95%MoM. Core inflation –
measured through NFNE index and better reflective of long-run inflationary trends – continues
to steadily rise, with Jan’19 reading expected to reach 8.71%YoY (a level last seen in mid-2014).
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SBP likely to opt for Status Quo: Remarkably stable food price dynamics have partially offset
the impact of supply-side inflationary pressures (i.e. high oil prices, gas rate hikes, and rising
house rent), restraining 1HFY19 headline inflation close to the central bank annual target of
6.0%. In contrast, the central bank in a preemptive mode has aggressively hiked interest rates by
350bps to 10%, anchoring inflation expectations. This has pushed real interest rate to 3.6% in
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Dec’18 vs. last 5yr average of 2.7%. While upside risks to inflation still outweigh the downside,
inflationary pressures have been relatively tamed since the announcement of last monetary policy. Also, recently announced mini-budget remained largely inflation neutral vs. earlier expectations of potentially higher inflation as a result of new revenue measures (i.e. taxes and import
duties). This suggests the authorities’ intent to adopt a more gradual mode of adjustment. In this
backdrop, we expect the MPC to keep the policy rate unchanged at 10% in the upcoming monetary policy announcement. However, ‘Pause’ in Jan’19 does not mean the end of a monetary
tightening cycle, we expect the central bank to follow a more calibrated tightening path rather
than preemptive tightening, adjusting the monetary policy in response to inflationary expectations and macro-imbalances. Presently, we expect three more 50bps hikes in rest of CY19, with
TR/DR ending at 11.5/12%.
Investment perspective: From market vantage, status quo would be market neutral, however
any token hike of 25/50bps could dent the sentiment. With 150bps rate hike expectations in
CY19, we continue to like Banks, with preference for MCB & ABL. Other preferred plays include
OGDC, INDU, and NML. The downstream energy chain could also come into limelight on account
of partial clearance of circular debt.
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